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OVERVIEW
DV has been part of the Open Measurement Working Group since its inception in October 2017. The Open Measurement 
Working Group initiative was conceived to develop solutions for more competitive and scalable
digital advertising in mobile apps. The Group’s work provides easy to integrate universal code libraries that
enable an app publisher to provide required measurement data to all measurement providers and advertisers. 

The Open Measurement Software Development Kit (OM SDK) facilitates third-party viewability and verification
measurement for ads served to mobile app environments, without requiring multiple ad verification service providers’
Software Development Kit (SDK).

The most recent version of the OM SDK, released in April 2018, delivers a 
variety of data, including if the ad was viewed, time viewed, impressions
served, general invalid traffic detection, percentage in view and video events,
such as the start, stop, resume and pause of videos, as well as
quartile progression.

Wide industry support has also been expressed for the IAB Tech Lab’s Open
Measurement SDK certification program that ensures all parties are using this
SDK correctly and uniformly. So far, 17 companies have been certified as such
by the IAB Tech Lab, and many more have certification in progress.  

ADOPTION PROGRESS
Today, the OM SDK is at various stages of deployment across hundreds of thousands of apps, with a combined global 
reach of approximately two billion devices, on iOS, Android and other platforms. Importantly, the OM SDK has been 
integrated by a number of major publishers and SSPs that are helping to drive adoption.
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DV TRENDS AND ACTIVITIES
DV is committed to promoting targeting of SDK inventory among its clients and partners—and assists with integration of
the OM SDK by apps or supply SDKs. This focus has paid off.  In November, we saw an average of 72 million display 
impressions and 2.5 million video impressions per day. In December, those figures continued to climb, with an expected 
drop-off following the holidays, as overall volume fell.

In addition, DV is conducting joint testing and certification to ensure accuracy and quality of OM SDK integrated supply 
sources with partners that include Pandora, Google,  TapJoy and others. We continue to encourage our demand partners to 
bid on OM-enabled inventory and are in active discussions with Ubimo, Tremor, Amobee and others to continue to grow the 
impressions available for measurement. Finally, we are supporting our advertisers by ensuring correct DV tags are used and 
properly implemented in order to ensure accurate reporting and measurement. 

DV is dedicated to supporting the OM SDK initiative, and will continue to advocate for adoption—working to streamline
and automate processes that make integration simple and convenient for demand and supply partners alike.

MOBILE MEASUREMENT THAT’S SECOND TO NONE
DV’s championing of the OM SDK initiative is an important component in our overall effort to provide the most 
comprehensive protection available to advertisers today. The OM SDK, in addition to our certified MRAID viewability
solution, enables us to measure 90-95% of eligible mobile inventory. Using data science models, malware detection and 
extensive human review, DV is able to filter and block against most types of in-app fraud, including background ad activity, 
hidden ads, app misrepresentation and spoofing, as well as measurement manipulation. Finally, DV’s in-app brand safety 
solution—with enhancements launching in Q1 2019—allows us to extend all desktop controls, including our 75+ categories 
of protection, to the mobile app environment. DV has developed a number of mobile app-specific brand safety controls, like 
app age and star ratings, that allow us to overlay additional protection unique to this environment.   

DV’s mobile app coverage reinforces our commitment to power the new standard of marketing performance— The 
Authentic Impression®—across all devices, formats and ad delivery platforms, giving advertisers clarity and confidence in 
their digital investment. The Authentic Impression® is an MRC-accredited metric of media quality and effectiveness.
To be counted as Authentic, an impression must be fully viewed, by a real person, in a brand-safe environment.  
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